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Read the following instruction carefully before you being to answer the question
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1. This booklet contains 70 questions.
2. All questions are compulsory and
carry equal marks.
3. Before you start answer the question you
must check up this booklet and ensure
that it contains all the pages and see that
no page is missing or prepeated if you
find any defect in this booklet you must
get it replaced immediately.
4. There will be negative marking for
wrong answer.
5. Answer must be shown by completely
blakening the corresponding recatgles
on the answer sheet agains the relevant
question number. Answer which are not
shown will not be awarded any mark.
6. Answer the questions as quickly and as
carefully as you can. Some question may
be difficuilt and others easy. Do not
spend to much time on any question.
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SELF ASSESSMENT
Student Name : __________________________________________Mob.No. __________________
Question Attempted __________________________ Right ___________Wrong _________________
Total Marks Scored : _________________________Ranking ________________________________
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13. Tourists have still come to Egypt and
are probably still inscribing their names
The Buddha said to the (a)/ bereaved
on the old stones.
mother that (b)/ death knocked at every
door.(c)/No error (d)
(A) are still coming
(B) have come still
Tense

(b)/is haveing an infection.(c)/ No error
(d)
7. The conversation (a)/ we are having is
completely (b)/ out of the main topic (c)/
No error (d)
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15.

(C) still have come
(D) will have still
come
(E) No corection required
Most children are liking ice cream.
(A) likes
(B) like
(C) were liking
(D)
No
improvement
I am hoping she will clear her entrance test.
(A) hope she clears
(B) am hoping she clears
(C) am hopeful she will clear
(D) No improvement
She is loving chocolate ice cream
(A) has loving
(B) has been loved
(C) loves
(D)
No
improvement
I earnestly believe that you will visit our
relatives during your forthcoming trip to
Bombay.
(A) ceratainly believing that
(B) could not believe
(C) sincerely would believe
(D) No improvement
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2. He is having many friends here.
(A) have
(B) has
(C) will have
(D) No improvement
3. I can't go out in the rain as I am not having
an umbrella.
(A) have no umbrella
(B) don't have an umbrella
(C) don't have the umbrella
(D) No improvement
4. I am having two sisters.
(A) had
(B) have had
(C) have
(D) No improvement
5. I am having more that 100 books.
(A) had
(B) have
(C) have had
(D)
No
improvement
6. These tests (a)/ show whether someone
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17.

8. Madhuri Dixit is having (a)/ a large (b)/ fan
18. I am thinking (a)/ you were aware (b)/ of
following (c)/ No error (d)
the rules and regulations (c)/ before
9. He is (a)/ having many (b)/ friends here (c)/
joining (d)/ No error (e)
No error (d)
10. I (a)/ am having (b)/ three children (c)/No 19. Some people (a)/ are believing (b)/ that
error (d)
womon cannot (c)/ compete with
men.(d)/ No error (e)
11. The instructions clearly (a)/ state that (b)/

each item is having (c)/ two options (d)/ 20. People who are not belonging to (a)/ any
No error (e)
nationalist party (b)/ want to divide the
country (c)/No error (d)
12. I know (a)/ he is having (b)/ a lot of books
(c)/ on how to improve English, (d)/ No
error (e)
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29. The child has been in the sick bed for the last one
week
(A) for the past
(B) for past
(C) since the past
(D) No improvement
30. In India today many of our intellectuals still talk in
terms of the French revolution and the Rights of
Man, not appreciating that much has hapened since then
(A) much might happen
(B) much had happened
(C) much has been happening
(D) No improvement
31. The people in villages are deprived of essential
commodities for the past two weeks.
(A) has been deprived
(B) have been deprived
(C) are being deprived
(D) No improvement
32. We did not see this movie yet
(A) had seen
(B) have not seen
(C) have seen
(D) No improvement
33. The Principla lamented that though a detailed report
was submitted to the management a month ago no
actioni being taken so far
(A) no action had taken
(B) no action has been takne
(C) no actin was being taken
(D) any action had been
(E) No correction required
I have (a)/ seen her only once (b)/ but I'm liking her
a lot. (c)/ No error (d)
34. Everything we have so far looket at gives
inconclusive evidence about the change in the living
I am hearing that (a)/ the meeting is (b)/ likely to be
conditions of the masses
postponed (c)/ No error (d)
(A) had looked at far giving
I now (a)/ am knowing (b)/ all the facts about him
(c)/No error (d)
(B) had been looking for giving
Ramesh smiled when he was remembering (a)/ his
(C) have so far been looked at gives
hard early years (b)/ and his long road to success
(D) had so far been looked for given
(c)/(d)/ No error (e)
(E) No correction required
Believe me, I (a)/ am believing (b)/ whatever you
35. It is the temple where religious rites are celebrated
have said (c)/ No error (d)
as they were for centuries.
I am hearing (a)/ someone (b) at the door /(c)/ No
(A) as they have been for (B) so were they for
error (d)
(C) as they are for
(D) as they were before
He admits that (a)/ he is not following (b)/ the
(E) No correction required
instructions (c)/ No error (d)
36. The rationale for the use of various measures were
Since 1986, there is no earthquakes here
known to people since long.
(A) have been
(B) are
(A) measure was being known
(C) were being
(D) No improvement
(B) meassure had known
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(D) measure to be known
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